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In August 2015, Milkrite and InterPuls united to become milkrite | InterPuls. Together, we are a  
world leader in dairy intelligence products and services and continue to add value to our customers 
with components for milking equipment that are innovative, durable and competitive in price.

milkrite | InterPuls is the aftermarket brand of Avon Dairy Solutions - a subsidiary company of Avon 
Rubber plc, a long-established business founded in 1885. By merging with InterPuls, a private family 
owned company in Italy established in 1974, milkrite | InterPuls created a company which blends the 
intimacy of a family run business with the experience of over 85 years in the Dairy industry.
 
At milkrite | InterPuls, we support both businesses and farmers with new innovative products and 
services and continuous training activities. Together, with exceptional research and development, 
we are building the farm of the future. We provide intelligent systems where all the aspects of herd 
management and milking are integrated: constantly monitoring and controlling efficient milking.

You will find our products and services all over the world, from California to Thailand. We sell  
them through a well-developed network of distributors and technical dealers which is constantly 
developing.
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Liners

www.milkrite-interpuls.com
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 Improved teat health
 Optimised milking performance
 Ultimate cow comfort
 Exact airflow calibration
 Patented design
 Reduced operator stress through lower weight

Alongside the Impulse Air, milkrite | InterPuls also manufacture and  
offer a wide range of Ultraliners compatible with most parlour types.

Innovative triangular milking technology

IMPULSE AIR TRIANGULAR  
COMBINATION

Locking anti- 
twist feature  
and improved  
slippage control

Revolutionary air  
entrance showing  
reduced vacuum  
acting on the teat

Triangular shaped  
interior to reduce  
the total air volume  
between the shell  
and the liner

PULSATION AND VACUUM CURVES THROUGH  
THE MILKING CYCLE - AT LOW FLOW
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Chart showing reduced vacuum acting on the teat when using .

Most damage occurs to the teat at low milkflow. The vented liner system 
reduces the vacuum forces on the teat throughout the milking cycle.

The                     system is a unique milking technology. 

Introducing air behind the milk improves the flow rate and reduces the mouthpiece  
vacuum acting on the teat. Through reduced teat congestion, the teat is also kept  
dry reducing the problems caused by bacteria during the milking process.  

All this allows the vacuum and liner to do what they are supposed to, remove the  
milk - without damaging the teat. 

www.milkrite-interpuls.com



Claws
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The Impulse Claw 300 has been designed to improve the milk flow  
while increasing the ease of use with its unique, ergonomic shape  
as well as its lighter weight. Keeping the modern cow in mind, the 
nipples are spaced for optimum cluster positioning.

 Lightweight
 Ergonomic and unique design
 High impact resistance thanks to Radel® material 
 Ideally spaced nipples for optimum cluster position and balance
 360 milk flow visibility

Alongside the Impulse Claw 300, milkrite | InterPuls also offer a range of  
Orbiter Claws compatible with most parlour types as well as spare parts.



Tubing
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 Helps maintain milk quality
 Resists the butterfats in the milk
 Resists cracking
 Long lasting
 Increased grip
 

Silicone Tubing
 Premium product with proven performance from benchmark testing against other products 
 BfR and FDA compliant 
 Better grip to the inlet and outlet nipple 
 Strong material, with superior tear strength  
 Flexible and easy to handle during installation Silicone

Ultraclean is a dual layer tubing that gives the benefits of longer life and hygienic properties associated with silicone,  
but with the robustness and value of black tubing

Our tubing maximises the flow rates and yields in all areas of the milking process while focusing on minimising the  
risks of bacterial contamination of the milk. All this equates to higher profitability for the Farmer.

The inner white layer of a special thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) 
has been upgraded to increase the pull off load and improve 
the grip on the milk nipples. The new material maintains superb 
hygienic properties and is resistant to butterfat and acids. 
Butterfat cannot pass through this layer, so the tube stays clean.

The black rubber outer provides its high 
durability and flexibility and resists ozone 
cracking commonly seen in dairy tubes.



Clusters
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milkrite | InterPuls Impulse Air clusters are designed with the latest  
technology. They combine the revolutionary and unique triangular vented  
liner with the latest innovations in claw design and milking efficiency.

 Stable vacuum at the teat
 Fast and efficient milking
 Low turbulence of milk with no froth
 Lightweight and ergonomic
 Patented and awarded technology



Wash Systems
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Optiflow III MR
Optiflow III MR is the new washing unit suitable for even the  
most demanding parlour conditions.

 Improved cleaning action thanks to the rotating flow
 Excellent support for the milking unit
 Enhanced internal passages
 Reduction of unwanted air intake
 Adjustable clamps
 Flow adjustment screw
 Folds for greater compactness
 Double supply pipe for greater flexibility
 Automatic drain valve

15



Buckets
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Ecobucket
milkrite | InterPuls milking Ecobucket uses advanced moulding technologies to ensure  
that the bucket is assembled as a single, seamless unit without the need of any glue.

 Semi-transparent material
 Removable side ears
 Removable bottom belt
 Permanent graduated scale for easy milk level readings
 Heavy duty
 Low weight
 Spare parts available
 Easy to clean

The Ecobucket is available in two sizes: 23l & 30l
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Sheep and Goats
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Our small ruminants range was developed through many years of research and close 
cooperation with breeders. Focusing on maximising the profitability of the milking process 
while maintaining a high level of comfort for the animals, the small ruminants range from 
milkrite | InterPuls benefits the milker and the animal alike.

                    Goat
Impulse Air triangular technology can be set up for  
faster milking without damaging the teats.

 Faster milking
 Better teat health
 Goats milk comfortably

ITP 206
Designed to increase the automation of the milking process  
while maintaining a stable, controlled vacuum on the teat.  
Less hassle for the farmer and greater comfort for the animal.
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Pulsators 
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Servo-Direct  
LE30-LP30 Pulsators
 Our patented servo direct system enables precise signal control
 Designed to minimise vacuum consumption and ensure excellent vacuum stability
 Low electrical consumption reducing the risk of oxidation and saving energy
 No need to dismantle the unit if milk escapes into the pulsator, water can simply be flushed  
 through the pulsation tubes to clean
 Quick and easy to service, complete maintenance takes 1 minute

We are the world-leading manufacturer of state of the art electronic  
pulsators designed to facilitate gentle, complete and uniform milking. 

www.milkrite-interpuls.com
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L80Air
The evolution of a legend with new design  
and improved milking performance.

L02Air

milkrite | InterPuls has upgraded its legendary L80 Pulsator, which has been  
well-known worldwide for nearly 40 years, by launching L80Air.

The pulsator design has been revamped with appealing lateral geometry in 
harmony with the cover lines.

The cover features the largest external filter of its kind, which generates a high  
and continuous air flow – AirBoost.  This ensures a gentle and homogeneous 
milking with first-class massage phases. 

 Improved milking performances
 Easy-to-clean filter
 Reinforced internal partition walls:  
 additional protection from impurities
 Maintenance free
 Sturdy and reliable

L02 has been supercharged! Milking performances have been improved with 
+50% of AirBoost!

L02Air grants a uniform, gentle milking in all operating conditions thanks to  
its oversized filtering surface. The new design allows the milker to clean the air 
filter with just one finger, without removing the cover. This makes L02Air a service 
free vacuum pulsator.

 Oversized filtering surface 
 Gentle and uniform milking 
 Excellent massage phase
 Reliable SUREMATCH® coupling system
 Easy-to-clean filter
 Performant, long-life pneumatic  
 reversal mechanism



Vacuum Care
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Stabilvac 
4000-6000
The Stabilvac vacuum regulators grant a stable vacuum in any  
condition protecting the health of the herd.

 High accuracy
 Great sensitivity
 Quick reaction
 Minimum vacuum consumption
 Excellent quietness
 Quick and easy to install
 Quick and easy to service

www.milkrite-interpuls.com
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SANIVAC

Pop Off 6000 Safety Valve
Pop-Off Safety Valve is the compact, easy to install, “stand-alone” solution designed to safeguard the integrity of the milking 
system and the health of herd. If a sudden increase in the vacuum level is detected, caused by faults or breakage of the vacuum 
regulators, Pop Off intervenes by keeping the level below the warning level set. The whistle that the device emits calls the attention 
of the operator who will be able to restore optimum operating conditions for the milking equipment.

 Compact, stand-alone device 
 Can be used with any vacuum regulator 
 Can be adapted to any milking system 
 Reliable spring device - no diaphragm 
 Can be used with the Inverter 
 Easy to adjust - no tools required 
 No fluctuations 
 Maintenance free 
 Large operating capacity

milkrite | InterPuls’ SANIVAC is an innovative valve that improves  
the effectiveness of the washing process in all milking parlours. 

During the cleaning process, SANIVAC automatically increases the vacuum level  
up to 10 kPa, in order to raise the turbulence of the water flow inside the milkline  
and assure a vigorous cleaning and a complete disinfection of the milking system. 
 
After the washing process, SANIVAC automatically restores the milking vacuum level.



Mobile Milking
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The evolution of portable milking;  integrating advanced product technology, 
the ITALIA portable is innovative, advanced and made of 100% recyclable 
materials.
 
It is sturdy and reliable in every condition and its ergonomic design which allows 
for the vacuum tank to be held inside the carriage makes it perfect for the farmer’s 
every need.

 Unique and advanced product
 Attractive and ergonomic design
 Built in blow moulding technology
 Composed by 100% recyclable polymers
 Conceived to redouble the loading capacity of each container -  
 reducing the transport CO2 emissions
 Easy to assemble
 “Built-in” 25l vacuum tank
 Plug & play system
 Available both with 170 or 220 dry vacuum pumps

ITALIA Portable Milking Machine  
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iMilk600
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The state of the art Electronic Milk Meter aimed and built for the farmer seeking  
to maximize dairy herd profit. The user-friendly panel displays in real-time: milk 
yield, temperature, milking time, cow number and conductivity. The operator can 
choose among 3 display configurations: Basic, Graphic and Full-data.

The iMilk600 is now also available as an HD unit for larger parlours, easily 
controllable through a single external button.

iMilk600 ensures a gentle take-off and avoids over-milking. The cow performance 
is available panel by panel and can be analysed in order to carry out precise 
actions for achieving a top milk yield, without compromising the cows’ well-being. 
The panels are all ready to be connected to a complete dairy management system.  

 Reliable milk metering (less 2% error)
 Gentle take-off - no over-milking
 Conductivity alert
 Data networking feature
 Multi-display option
 Easy to install and to program
 Reliable fill and dump technology
 Resistant food-grade polymer
 On-board shut-off
 Proportional milk sampler
 Easy to service, tools-free
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ACR Smart
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ACR SmartMMV ACR Smart
Ideal for farmers that require a milk yield control per cow - the MMV 
version of the ACR Smart represents a reliable and competitive solution 
for automatic cluster removal and milk metering. It is perfect for the 
farmer that needs a milk yield control.

ACR Smart is equipped with a LED system indication:

 The presence of milk
 Continual flow
 Automatic milking
 Manual milking
 Stimulation
 Washing
 Error
 Milking time

For a high performing cluster removal.
The new ACR Smart is the ideal solution for the farmer that aims for top 
performance in automated cluster removal.

 Advanced pulsation and stimulation control
 Advanced cluster removal control
 Less over-milking
 Comfortable operation
 Easy to program
 User friendly

www.milkrite-interpuls.com
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Power Units
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Our innovative iDrive100 modulates the speed of the vacuum pump 
reducing consumption, noise and maintenance costs on the farmer while
ensuring the maximum stability of the vacuum level during milking.

   Lower consumption
 Maximum vacuum stability
 Minimum noise
 New design and multi-function display
 Vacuum pumps less subject to wear
 Rapid return on investment
 Easy to install and to gauge
 Fits to vane, lobe or liquid ring pumps

iDrive100 Frequency Regulator
Designed to work alongside the iDrive 100, milkrite | InterPuls introduces the DVG500. 
This sensor intercepts the vacuum fluctuations, even the minimal ones, so allowing 
iDrive100 to intervene immediately and restore the vacuum level, always taking into 
account the reduction of costs without compromising the herd’s health.

DVG500 Sensor

www.milkrite-interpuls.com
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Cylinders 
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milkrite | InterPuls DVC800 & DVC1000 cylinders guarantee a gentle and  
on-time take-off of the cluster. Better results for the milker and the animal.  
Made using high level technologies, the plastics are tested to work in heavy  
duty conditions and feature a safety clip allowing the cylinder to be detached  
from the cluster in cases of high traction.

Available in two versions:
 Classic version
 Autostart version

With the Autostart function it is possible to start milking just by lifting the  
cluster, without touching any button on the panel, preserving the equipment’s  
health and durability.

DVC800 & DVC1000

Classic solution with 1000mm stroke

DVC1000 & DVC1000AS

Compact solution with 800mm stroke

DVC800 & DVC800AS
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Cleaning Solutions
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The Top Wash III HD range is easy to install, program and use.  
Ideal for those who look for a reliable washer. Top Wash Heavy  
Duty is designed to meet the typical cleaning and sanitisation  
needs of large milking equipment.

 Up to 4 washing programs
 Up to 10 washing cycles per program
 Great programming flexibility
 Temperature probe for water check up
 On board peristaltic pumps for alkaline/acid dosing
 Sanivac and TurboWash friendly
 Stand-by of the washing cycle in case of black-out
 Pause mode for washing
 Reliable electronic
 Plug  & Play device

Top Wash Lite II Top Wash III HDTurbo Wash  
4000 & 4000 P
Air injector

39
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milkrite | InterPuls introduces the latest release of the Top Wash Lite range.  
The washing programmer Top Wash Lite II incorporates the smart, user  
friendly design of the Top Wash Lite and the performance of the over-sized  
water solenoids.

 Plug & Play, competitive solution
 Top hygiene and equipment sanitisation
 Easy to program
 Sturdy electronic and IP65 protection class

 Effective cleaning and sanitization of the system
 High permormance, up to 4000 l/min of air capacity
 Low energy consumption
 Reliable electronic and easy to program
 Easy to install, service-free
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iFC myfarm.cloud
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Designed with the immediate needs of the farmer in mind iFC enables communication between the iMilk600  
and herd management software giving the farmer access to this through the user friendly interface “myfarm 1.2”.  
As long as there is WiFi on farm there is no demand on the farmer to download software to his devices as “myfarm” 
can be consulted directly.  

The first release “myfarm 1.2” already includes detailed statistics about: 
 Herd composition by production status
 Herd composition by reproduction status
 Herd composition by lactation number
 Herd composition by days in milk
 Fertility KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) such as HDR, CR, PR, etc...

iFC will be upgradable with future “myfarm” software releases, that will  
add new modules and new features 

43
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Precision Farming

milkrite | InterPuls neck tags offer peace of mind to the farmer worried about the health of his herd. 
The tag’s eating monitoring function presents the next step in automation, tracking every potentially  
problematic signal regarding the animal’s health. Thanks to the long range antenna the farmer can  
not only check on the eating habits of his animals but also on their positions both in and out of the stable.

 Accurate eating monitoring
 Wrong collar positioning alarm
 24/7 heat detection 
 Health attention
 Long life battery
 ISO identification option
 Calendar events
 User friendly software add-on
 Fits to free-stall and pasture 

Neck Tags - Eating, Rumination  
and Cow Positioning Under Control

Calendar
Events

Eating 
Behaviour

Health 
Detection

Cow
Positioning

www.milkrite-interpuls.com
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The Pedometer 3D monitors the activity of each animal in the herd, from lying and 
standing behavior to heat cycles of the bovine. The software automatically sends 
out updates in animal behaviour and permits the scheduling of calendar events. 
This allows the farmer, veterinary and genetic consultants to be constantly informed 
on the health of the herd.

 24/7 Heat detection
 Standing & lying monitoring
 Low activity alert
 Long life battery
 ISO identification option
 Calendar events
 Ergonomic design
 Heavy duty 

Pedometers

Health
Monitoring

Standing
& Lying

Calendar
Events

Health 
Detection

Rumination



Precision Farming Kit 
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To ensure the profitability of the dairy herd, a farmer must monitor many aspects 
relating to the cow’s health, well being and pregnancy rates.

milkrite | InterPuls makes this possible through the “Precision Farming Kit”: a plug 
& play box that comes pre-wired and pre-assembled and only requires a minimum 
router/internet configuration in order to get started.

The range is then completed with “3D Leg Tag” and “3D Neck Tag, which grant a 
punctual and careful check both of cow’s activity and of eating time: two important 
aspects that influence milk production and farm profitability.

47
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As all farmers know, changing worn parts in a milking parlour and maintaining clusters is a long and 
tiring process which can take a long time. Cluster Exchange is a simple, no hassle service which saves 
you time and money. milkrite | InterPuls manages the entire process of changing liners. 

The components are sanitised using our industrial washer to ensure the removal of all bacteria, this 
reduces the somatic cell count on the farm which will, most importantly, enhance the well-being of  
the cows. 

The farmer has no more costs of claw maintenance. Our trained technicians tailor the cluster to their 
system and ensure all parlour conditions are operating at their peak.  

www.milkrite-interpuls.com
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Step 1 
We deliver the new  
clusters, assembled,  
ready to go.

Step 4 
We inspect all the liners returned 
to us and give a report on liner 
washing so that the farmer can 
improve their plant.

Step 5 
When the next change is due, clean 
clusters arrive ready to go again.

Step 2 
The farmer fits the new clusters and returns the 
used clusters in the plastic boxes provided - then  
calls us to arrange pick up.

Step 3 
The liner change now takes  
20 minutes, not 3 hours and  
no blisters.
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Following the success of Cluster Exchange, milkrite | InterPuls introduces its new equipment rental  
service Pulsator Exchange. Pulsation is a key parameter of the milking process and the condition of  
a parlours Pulsator units can govern both the effectiveness and the profitability of the business.

By using our Pulsator Exchange Service the farmer always knows that their equipment is at its most  
accurate and reliable and that the pulsation acting on the cow is always at a safe and controlled level.

53
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The next step in herd management; Tag Exchange supplies the dairy farmer with all the tags and 
equipment they need as well as the herd management software box to keep track of their animals.

Through regular exchanges of the tags the farmer can be sure that the readings from the herd are  
the most accurate. Health and heat can be monitored for each animal maximising the insemination 
cost of the cow and increasing the profitability of the industry.

The Tag Exchange Service also includes pedometers. 
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milkrite | InterPuls is a trading name of Avon Polymer Products Limited, a company registered in England with company number  
00149360 whose registered office is at Hampton Park West, Semington Road, Melksham, Wiltshire, SN12 6NB. 
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